
MATH 1180: Final, May 1, 2012 NAME:_______

Do all five problems, each worth 40 points. Make sure I can find both the answer and how you got it. You
can use 5 pages of notes (each can be written on both front and back). No calculators. Each extra credit
problem is worth 2 points.

1. Over 20 years, a dedicated birdwatcher goes looking for Virginia’s warblers in Dry Creek Canyon every
May 1. He sees 0 warblers in one year, 1 warbler in twelve of the years, 2 warblers in five of the
years, and 3 warblers in the remaining two years.

a. Why is a Poisson distribution is a good choice of distribution to describe these data? Why not?

b. Write the likelihood function for the parameter or parameters of the Poisson distribution using
these data.

c. Find the maximum likelihood estimate(s).

d. How would you find the expected distribution with these estimates? How many years with 0
warbiers would you expect?

e. Explain the steps you would use to test if the observed and expected data are different, illus
trating with the years with 0 warbiers. What problems could arise with this procedure?

Extra credit: What is one thing you learned about the history of statistics in this class?
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2. A larger survey of Virginias warbiers was conducted in Parched Creek Canyon over the course of
25 years starting ill 1930 with an average mimber seen of 20 birds. The survey was thell repeated
starting in 1985 for another 25 years with an average of 17 warbiers seen per year.

a. Suppose first that the number of birds found in a given year is known to be normally distributed
with a mean of 20.0 and a variance of of 36.0. \Vhat is the probability of seeing 17 or fewer
warbiers jii 01W year? Sketch a graph illustrating this probability

b. Under the same assumptions as in a., what. is the probability of seeing an average of 17 or fewer
warblers over the course of 25 years? What is the significance level? Sketch a graph illustrating
this probability

c. Suppose instead that the sample variance was found to be 36.0 in the both the first and second
sets of 25 ‘ears. Explain the steps von would use to test whether the warbler populations had
chaiiged between the two surveys, iiiclucling a clear statement of the ilull hypothesis.

d. What are two problems with this experinleilt?

Extra credit: What is one thing you learned about the lustory of mathematics in this class?
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3. Virginia’s warbiers arrive in Arid Creek Canyon at rate = 3.0/day during migration for 10 clays
starting on May 1. They leave at pc capita rate t 0.5/day starting on May 1 until all of them
are gone.

a. Draw a diagram showing the number of warbiers in the canyon from May 1—10.

b. Draw a diagram showing the number of warblers in the canyon after May 10.

c. Write a differential equation for the expected number of warblers in the canon from Ma 1-10
and find the equilibrium.

d. Suppose that the number of warbiers on Ma 10 is that equilibrium number. How many warbiers
on average would be left exactly two days later? What is the distribution?

Extra credit: What is one thing von learned about the history of music in this class?
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4. Male Virginia’s warbiers sing to impress females. Some males have songs that are more nìeloclious than
others, measi.irecl i11 units of melocliocit . A study in Desiccated Creek Canyon found the following:

Male Melodiocity Number of females impressed F
A 5 2 2..

13 8 6 5 J. ‘‘

C 3 1

D 6 3 3
E 9 6

a. What is the null hypothesis?

b. Write a linear model for the relationship between melodiocity and the number of females im
pressed.

c. Find a simple reasonable guess for the parameters of this model and graph it.

d. Summarize the strength of this relationship in single statistic.

e. What would you have to do to statistically test this relationship?

Extra credit: What is first thing that you learned in this class that you plan to forget?
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5. People are worried that surveys are biased because singing birds ale easier to locate than silent birds.
This is tested by an intensive survey in Dusty Creek Canyon using highly trained Virginia’s warbler—
tracking flying dogs that find every single bird no matter what it is doing (but without harming or
disturbing it in any way). It turns out that human observers locate 907c of singing birds but only
30 of silent birds, and that 1/3 of birds are singing at any one time.

a. What is the probability that a bird that is located is singing?

b. Suppose these data had really been collected on 90 birds. Write the table of data that simulta
neously describes whether birds were singing and whether they were located by people.

c. What would the table of data be under the mill hypothesis that singing birds are no easier to
locate than silent birds?

Extra credit: What is one thing that you learned in this class that you plan to remember?
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6. Extra credit: Before looking, guess the theme of this test:


